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QUESTION: 1
HOTSPOT
An HP MSM AP supports these features:
- Band steering
- Multiple spatial streams
- Multiple in Multiple out (MIMO
- Explicit beam forming
Which feature or features does the client need to support to receive its benefit?

Answer:
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Explanation:
Band Steering - Client does not need to support Multiple spatial Streams -Client also
must support MIMO - Client does not need to support Explicit beamforming - Client
also must support

QUESTION: 2
A network administrator is configuring a VSC that enforces WPA2 with preshared
keys (PSK) on an HP Controller. The VSC must support Voice over IP (VoIP)
applications, so the network administrator enables opportunistic key caching to
support fast roaming. When the network administrator saves the VSC settings, an
error indicates 802.1X is required. How should the network administrator resolve this
error?

A. By purchasing a premium mobility license for the controller, which will allow the
controller to support opportunistic key cashing with 802.1X.
B. By enabling 802.1X but leaving in WPA2 key source set to static so that both
forms of authentication are supported.
C. By enabling wireless mobility as an authentication method for meeting the fast
roaming requirements.
D. By enabling opportunistic key caching: this feature is not required for fast roaming
in a VSC such as this.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 3
A controlled IIP MSM AP radio is configured lo select its channel automatically.
When does the AP run the algorithm lo select a channel?
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A. Every time the AP detects noise above -60 dBm from an 80211 source.
B. Whenever the AP receives a signal to change channels from its controller.
C. At the specified interval or time of day
D. Every time the AP detects noise above -60 dBm from any RF source

Answer: C

QUESTION: 4
Which statement accurately describes 802 11i Mixed Mode?

A. The AP sends all stations a TKIP group key.
B. The AP sends all stations both a TKIP and an AES group key.
C. The AP sends stations using TKIP a TKIP group key and stations using AES an
AES group key
D. The AP sends all stations an AES group key

Answer: D

QUESTION: 5
In an 802.11 infrastructure mode cell, how can stations communicate?

A. Every station associated with an AP can transmit directly to any station associated
with the same AP radio
B. Every station associated with an AP can transmit directly to any station associated
with any radio on that AP
C. Every station associated with an AP can transmit directly to that AP only
D. Every station associated with an AP can transmit directly to any station associated
with the same SS1D on the same AP radio.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 6
HOTSPOT
Select the frequency band for each standard.
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Answer:
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